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We demonstrate light-pulse atom interferometry with large-momentum-transfer atom optics based on
stimulated Raman transitions and frequency-swept adiabatic rapid passage. Our atom optics have produced
momentum splittings of up to 30 photon recoil momenta in an acceleration-sensitive interferometer for
laser cooled atoms. We experimentally verify the enhancement of phase shift per unit acceleration and
characterize interferometer contrast loss. By forgoing evaporative cooling and velocity selection, this
method lowers the atom shot-noise-limited measurement uncertainty and enables large-area atom
interferometry at higher data rates.
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Light-pulse atom interferometry (LPAI) is a preeminent
method for precision measurements of inertial forces [1,2]
and fundamental physical constants [3,4]. Highly sensitive
LPAI systems may be an enabling technology for next-
generation inertial navigators [5–7], gravitational wave
detectors [8], and tests of the equivalence principle [9].
Nevertheless, many light-pulse atom interferometers are
presently limited by atom beam splitters and mirrors that
create small momentum separations (two photon recoil
momenta) between diffracting wave packets. The sensi-
tivity of these interferometers typically increases with the
effective area enclosed by the interfering wave packets
[10]. Since this area is proportional to momentum separa-
tion, sensitivity can be enhanced using atom optics that
generate large momentum transfer (LMT). Previous dem-
onstrations of atom interferometry with LMT atom optics
have taken several approaches, including sequential appli-
cation of stimulated Raman transitions [11,12], Raman
composite pulses [13], and stimulated Raman adiabatic
rapid passage (STIRAP) pulses [14], as well as application
of multiphoton-Bragg transitions [15–17], and Bloch oscil-
lations in an optical lattice [18,19].
In most of these demonstrations, cold atoms from a
magneto-optical trap (MOT) were either evaporatively
cooled or velocity selected—both of which typically
discard >90% of the original atom sample. A reduced
atom number is detrimental to atom shot-noise-limited
measurement uncertainty and to operation at fast data
rates. A slower data rate results because, following
every measurement cycle, the steady-state atom number
in the MOT must be recovered primarily from room-
temperature atoms. When cold atoms are recaptured,
however, fewer atoms must be loaded from the room-
temperature background vapor, thus allowing the data
rate to be increased above 100 Hz [20]. High data rates
are crucial for atom interferometric measurements of
dynamic signals, such as rapidly varying accelerations
and rotations of moving platforms, as well as strains from
high frequency (∼10 Hz) gravitational waves [8,19]. The
fastest data rates with evaporative cooling have been
limited to ≤1.3 Hz [21]; velocity selection at high data
rates requires the added complexity of a 2D MOT to
maintain atom number [22].
In this Letter, we demonstrate cold atom interferometers
with up to 30ℏk beam splitter pulses, while forgoing
evaporative cooling and velocity selection. The atom beam
splitters are implemented in an acceleration-sensitive inter-
ferometer and use a combination of stimulated Raman
transitions and frequency-swept adiabatic rapid passage
(ARP). These atom optics will enable large-area atom
interferometry with improved counting statistics, fast data
rates, and reduced constraints on the atom temperature. Our
approach to ARP fundamentally and practically differs
from the demonstration of STIRAP in Ref. [14], as will be
discussed below.
We apply LMT atom optics in a Mach-Zehnder atom
interferometer [23], depicted in Fig. 1(a). The interferom-
eter is composed of a beam splitter pulse sequence that
divides the atom wave packet, a mirror sequence that brings
the wave packets back together, and a second beam splitter
sequence that overlaps the wave packets to create interfer-
ence [11]. The first (π=2), middle (π), and final (π=2) pulses
drive Raman transitions that produce the nominal interfer-
ometer with 2ℏk momentum splitting between diffracting
wave packets. Achieving higher momentum splittings
requires “augmentation” pulses with wave vectors orien-
tated according to the vertical arrows in Fig. 1(a). In the
absence of gravity gradients, this pulse sequence produces
a relative phase between the interferometer arms given by
the expression Δϕ ¼ keff · a½ð2N þ 1ÞT2 − 2NðN þ 1ÞTτ
[11], where a is an acceleration, keff is the effective Raman
wave vector, T is the dwell time, and augmentation pulses
in the beam splitter are numbered 1 to N and separated by
time τ.
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As shown in the energy-level diagram in Fig. 1(b), each
atom optics pulse generates a two-photon Raman transition
between alkali-metal hyperfine ground states j3i and j4i,
separated by energy ℏωHFS. The transition is produced by
counterpropagating optical frequencies ω1 and ω2, with
two-photon detuning δ and one-photon detuningΔ, defined
with respect to an excited state jii. To improve the atomic
coherence during LMT, we use augmentation pulses based
on frequency-swept ARP with Raman transitions [24]. In
direct analogy to ARP methods from nuclear magnetic
resonance, Raman ARP in an effective two-level system
inverts the population with high fidelity by slowly sweep-
ing the Raman detuning δ through resonance [25,26]. As
seen on the Bloch sphere in Fig. 1(c), the Bloch vector pˆ
adiabatically follows the Raman drive field ~Ωgen when




determines the rate of
precession of pˆ about ~Ωgen, andΩeff is the magnitude of the
two-photon Rabi rate. We control θ by varying δ and Ωeff .
We emphasize that interferometry with adiabatic transfer
based on STIRAP [14] fundamentally differs from the
frequency-swept ARP approach used here, as STIRAP
relies solely on optical intensity modulation with δ ¼ 0 and
Δ ≈ 0 [27]. In practical terms, STIRAP is ill-suited to our
interferometer, since it would cause half the atoms to
spontaneously emit during each augmentation pulse and
significantly decrease sensitivity [23].
In the adiabatic limit, frequency-swept ARP imprints a
dynamic phase γ ¼  R dtΩgenðtÞ=2 onto the atom wave
packet with a sign that depends on the internal state label
[26]. Since augmentation pulses act simultaneously on both
internal states—one in each intereferometer arm—every
ARP adds a phase with magnitude j2γj to the interferometer
output. The dependence of γ on optical intensity can create
decoherence when the spatial intensity pattern varies across
the atom sample. Our interferometer, however, maintains
coherence because pairs of identical ARPs nearly cancel
the dynamic phase imprinted on a particular wave packet.
This cancellation, or “rephasing,” is efficient when beam
splitter augmentation pulses occur in rapid succession. A
cold atom in this case traverses just a few microns between
pulses and thus avoids large-scale spatial intensity varia-
tion. A quantitative evaluation of dynamic phase is pro-
vided below, as part of the discussion of experimental
interferometry results.
To produce laser cooled atom samples, we used the
apparatus described in Ref. [24]. Each measurement began
with the loading of ∼106 133Cs atoms into a MOT.
Polarization gradient cooling reduced the sample temper-
ature to 9 μK. Prior to interferometry, about 90% of the
atoms were optically pumped to the j6 2S1=2; F ¼ 4; mF ¼
0i upper clock state and then transferred to the
j6 2S1=2; F ¼ 3; mF ¼ 0i lower clock state with a micro-
wave π pulse. A pusher beam removed the remaining 10%
of atoms from the interaction region. Following the
interferometer pulse sequence, we measured the atom
population in each clock state by sampling the laser
induced fluorescence f3, f4 from each hyperfine ground
state with a photodiode. The interferometer phase was
then extracted from the normalized F ¼ 4 population,
f4=ðf3 þ f4Þ.
Two injection-locked Fabry-Perot slave lasers produced
Raman frequencies ω1 and ω2. Both lasers were seeded by
a master external cavity diode laser, whose output was
phase modulated by an electro-optic modulator (EOM)
driven at ∼9 GHz. The EOM produced optical frequency
sidebands spaced about the carrier by integer multiples of
the driving frequency. Each slave laser received roughly
100 μW of optical power from the phase-modulated master
and was tuned to predominantly amplify either the carrier
or the negative first-order frequency sideband. In addition,
the master laser was red detuned from the j6 2S1=2; F ¼
3i → j6 2P3=2; F ¼ 4i transition by −3.9 GHz to reduce
spontaneous emission. The two Raman frequencies
were delivered to the vacuum cell with separate polariza-
tion-maintaining optical fibers. The fiber outputs were
collimated to 1=e2 intensity diameters of 7.1 mm, were
crossed-linearly polarized with 1” polarization beamsplit-
ting cubes, and counterpropagated along a common axis
that was aligned to within 0.5° of vertical.
Agile control of the Raman detuning was achieved
through the rf signal delivered to the EOM. The rf was
produced by mixing the 30-MHz output of a
625megasamples=s arbitrary waveform generator with a
constant ∼9-GHz signal using a single-sideband mixer.
During an interferometer sequence, the Raman frequency
difference was chirped at 23 kHz=ms to continually
match the Doppler-shifted Raman resonance in a 1 g
environment. The upward or downward orientation of
keff determined the sign of the chirp rate. A combination
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Diagram of pulse timings and wave-
packet trajectories for Mach-Zehnder interferometers with 2ℏk,
6ℏk, and 10ℏk atom optics. Augmentation pulses (A) are either
Raman π or ARP pulses. (b) Stimulated Raman transition
coupling the ground states in a Λ system. (c) Bloch sphere
depiction of frequency-swept adiabatic rapid passage, with poles
corresponding to alkali-metal clock states.




of two AOMs and polarization-selective optics enabled
rapid optical switching and reversal of keff . We increased
the optical power in each Raman beam to ∼100 mW with
tapered amplifier diodes. The resulting two-photon Rabi
rate was Ωeff ¼ 2π × 200 kHz, corresponding to a Raman
π pulse duration of tπ ¼ 2.5 μs. The tapered amplifier drive
currents were also tuned to obtain a ratio of optical powers
that canceled the differential AC Stark shift of the clock
states.
To reduce spontaneous emission during LMT, we used
the relatively short tan/tanh ARP pulse [24,28–30].
The time-dependent ARP detuning was δðtÞ ¼
ΩARP tan ½αð2t=Tπ − 1Þ, where t ∈ f0; Tπg, Tπ sets the
total sweep duration, ΩARP alters the sweep rate, and
α ¼ arctanðδmax=ΩARPÞ, with δmax being the maximum
detuning. The optical intensity was proportional to
tanh ½7.5ð1 − j2t=Tπ − 1jÞ. In our apparatus, a tan/tanh
pulse with duration Tπ ¼ 10tπ achieved ∼96% transfer
efficiency over a broad range of detunings and was limited
primarily by spontaneous emission.
To verify the enhancement of phase shift per unit
acceleration Δϕ=a, we produced interferograms while
varying the chirp rate of the Raman frequency difference.
A short dwell time of T ¼ 1 ms was used to reduce phase
noise from environmental vibration. Other experimental
parameters included Tπ ¼ 3tπ , Ωeff ¼ ΩARP ¼
2π × 200 kHz, δmax ¼ 2π × 15 MHz, and τ ¼ 41 μs. In
response to chirp rate variation, interferograms with up to
30ℏk beam splitter pulses exhibited periods that decreased
with higher LMT order and matched expected values, as
shown in Fig. 2. Similar agreement was verified for up to
14ℏk beam splitters using Raman π pulses and tan/tanh
pulses with Tπ ¼ 5tπ.
While the LMT interferometers clearly enhanced the
phase shift per unit acceleration, the contrast C of the
interferograms (i.e., the peak-to-peak variation in transition
probability) was simultaneously degraded. Maintaining
contrast is important because it scales the measurement
signal-to-noise ratio. To eliminate systematic underestima-
tion of contrast due to vibration-induced phase noise, we
assessed C using histograms of transition probability
measurements from each LMT interferometer. The arcsine
probability density function characterizes the statistics of
the transition probability in the limit of uniform random
phase noise [6,16]. In our experiments, this limit was
effectively produced through a combination of vibration-
driven phase noise and deliberate variation of the interfer-
ometer phase [31], as seen in Fig. 3(a). We therefore fit the
arcsine distribution to our histograms, while keeping C a
free parameter. The resulting contrast estimates are shown
in Fig. 3(b). At all LMT orders, tan/tanh interferometers
achieve higher contrast than interferometers based on
Raman π pulses. The observed loss of contrast with
increasing LMT order is similar to results from Ref. [15]
and compares favorably to results from Refs. [11,13,18].
Using velocity-selected samples with temperatures of
∼100 nK along the Raman beam axis, we observed a
nominal increase in contrast, suggesting that inhomoge-
neity in the temperature-dependent Doppler detuning was
not a dominant loss mechanism.
The loss of contrast observed with increasing LMTorder
was driven by several factors: single-photon excitations;
FIG. 2 (color online). Phase shift per unit accelerationΔϕ=a for
various LMT orders. Interferograms were acquired by perturbing
the chirp rate of the Raman difference frequency. The resulting
Doppler shift mimics a relative acceleration δa between the atoms
and Raman beams. Points represent 10- or 15-shot averages, error
bars indicate standard error, and lines are fitted sine waves. The
table shows reasonable agreement between measured and pre-
dicted values (26ℏk was not measured).
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Histogram of transition probabilities
from an 18ℏk interferometer with fitted probability density
function (red curve). (b) Contrast as a function of LMT
order. Lines are Monte Carlo predictions, points are contrast
fits to histograms [see (a)], and fit uncertainties are smaller
than symbol sizes. For tan/tanh interferometers, spontaneous
emission-limited contrast corresponds to the bottom of the grey
region. (c) Spatial intensity profile of the central portion of one
Raman beam.




detuning offsets due to the oppositely directed recoil
velocities of each interferometer arm; detuning inhomoge-
neity due to temperature-dependent Doppler shifts; and
Rabi rate and spatial phase inhomogeneity due to a
combination of optical wave front distortion and thermal
motion of the atoms. To jointly study these effects, we used
Monte Carlo interferometer simulations. The inhomoge-
neity effects listed above were accounted for by using
normally distributed initial atom positions and velocities.
The Raman process was modeled as an effective two-level
system [32], and we assumed uniform Raman wave fronts.
To reduce computation times, probability amplitudes cor-
responding to population loss were not computed. A CCD
image of the spatial intensity profile of only one Raman
laser beam, shown in Fig. 3(c), was used to approximate the
true variation in Ωeff with position. To account for sponta-
neous emission, we scaled the simulated contrast results by
ð1 − RsdÞ4Ntaugþ2, where taug was the augmentation pulse
duration in units of tπ , and Rsd ¼ 0.004 was the population
fraction lost to spontaneous decay per π pulse.
Using known experimental parameters and adjustments
to the atom sample size (order 10%), the simulation
produced contrast values that agreed with measurements
based on Raman π augmentations, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
With the same experimental parameters, simulations based
on tan/tanh augmentation pulses predicted higher levels of
contrast at all LMT orders. These predictions were borne
out qualitatively in experiments, though the measured
contrast values were lower. The discrepancy may have
resulted from dephasing due to aberrations in the true
Raman beam wave front, as well as an optimistic model of
the Raman beam intensity profile, which accounted for just
one of the two Raman beams.
As a function of dwell time T, the measured contrast
[Fig. 4(a)] decreased at a rate of roughly 0.03=ms for all
LMT orders. This trend was likely due to the transverse
motion of atoms in laser beams with spatially nonuniform
intensity and wave front aberrations, both of which
increasingly dephase the atoms over longer T [19]. The
transverse ∼2-cm=s RMS velocity of a 9-μK cloud of 133Cs
atoms, with an initial 1=e2 diameter of 2 mm, causes a 40%
expansion of the sample during an interferometer with
T ¼ 8.5 ms. This expansion can be reduced by roughly a
factor of 3 through improved laser cooling [15]—still
without evaporative cooling or velocity selection.
Contrast sensitivity to ARP dynamic phase γ was
assessed by varying the ARP pulse duration Tπ , because
the uncertainty in γ due to intensity inhomogeneity is
proportional to Tπ . The contrast as a function of increasing
Tπ , seen in Fig. 4(b), decreased at all LMT orders, even
though the velocity acceptance of the ARP pulses improved
with duration. Both spontaneous emission and dephasing of
γ contributed to this trend. However, Monte Carlo simu-
lations with ideal Gaussian laser beams, ARP pulses with
Tπ ¼ 10tπ , and even values of N predicted nearly
spontaneous emission-limited contrast for the dwell times,
atom cloud size, and Raman pulse parameters considered
here. For our pulse parameters, the dynamic phases from
Tπ ¼ 3tπ and 10tπ ARP pulses vary by 3 and 10 mrad,
respectively, in response to 0.1% deviations in optical
intensity (i.e., Ωeff ). Given our cm=s-atom velocities and
40-μs beam splitter pulse spacings, an atom moving in an
ideal Gaussian beam experiences pulse-to-pulse intensity
variations below 0.1%. Rephasing is highly efficient in this
scenario. Therefore, observation of experimental contrast
loss indicates that rephasing—though certainly occurring
—is limited by beam quality. Exclusive use of optical
elements with flatness ≤ λ=10 should further enhance LMT
interferometer contrast.
Estimates of dynamic phase sensitivity to optical inten-
sity (see above) indicate that uncorrelated 100-ppm pulse-
to-pulse jitter in overall optical power produces an





Importantly, this level of power stability is only required
during the ∼100-μs beam splitter or mirror sequences, and
not over longer times. Experimentally observed phase noise
in 6ℏk interferometers based on tan/tanh and Raman π
augmentation pulses was similar and largely driven by
vibrations, indicating reasonably well-controlled dynamic
phase. A more detailed study of phase stability will take
place in a vibration-isolated apparatus.
To illustrate the utility of LMT with frequency-swept
ARP, recall that the requirements ARP atom optics place on
beam quality and optical power control are balanced by the
benefits of a higher data rate and atom number, as well as
circumvention of evaporative cooling and 2D MOTs.
Furthermore, an atom shot-noise-limited accelerometer
operating with 106 atoms, T ¼ 5 ms, and efficient 22ℏk
ARP beam splitters would resolve ∼ 30 × 10−9-g variations
in acceleration per shot. At data rates approaching 100 Hz,





maintaining sufficient compactness and bandwidth for
(a) (b)
FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Contrast as a function of dwell time.
Estimates for the 6ℏk interferometer were based on a contrast
measurement at T ¼ 1 ms and the fairly uniform trend observed
with all other LMT orders. (b) Contrast as a function of ARP
duration. Uncertainties are smaller than the symbol sizes and
lines are guides for the eye.




precision inertial sensing. By comparison, a 2ℏk interfer-
ometer would need a dwell time of T ¼ 25 ms and a
corresponding factor-of-5 reduction in data rate and band-
width to achieve this level of sensitivity.
We have presented cold atom LPAI using atom optics
based on stimulated Raman transitions and frequency-
swept ARP. By forgoing evaporative cooling and velocity
selection, our approach increases the atom number and
enables operation at high data rates. These features would
be useful for measurement of dynamic signals, such as
accelerations and rotations of a moving platform.
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